This paper presents a new technique for non-rigid body interpolation based on generalized morphologic morphing. Non-rigid body interpolation can be divided into non-rigid body metamorphosis and local rigid body rotation. By constructing mappings between the two convex subsets, this approach can solve the metamorphosis problem of two non-homotopic objects. Based on the model of normal vector sphere for polyhedrons, a fast morphologic summation algorithm for two convex polyhedrons is also proposed; this method avoids much excrescent computation and is faster than most classical implementation. This paper provides proof of the principle of metamorphosis and discusses the different results of the metamorphosis process of the different objects. It is shown by the experiments that this approach can be applied to automatic font composition and interpolation between two key-frames in 3D computer animation and many other practical applications.
Introduction
Metamorphosis and non-rigid body interpolation are becoming more and more important in the areas of scientific simulation, virtual reality, animation, etc.
1,2 However, classical methods are not very effective for non-rigid body interpolation. Furthermore, the physical model-oriented method is limited by the complexity of the physical model and cannot be theoretically unified.
Shape interpolation is the process of transforming one shape into another. A metamorphosis or a morphing of 3D graphical objects includes the interpolation of their shapes, as well as the interpolation of their attributes. 3, 4, 5, 6 In recent years, many algorithms have been proposed to compute a transformation between two shape models. 7, 8, 9 Among these applications, morphing is a popular technique used in computer animation and industrial design. There are two types of 3D metamorphosis approaches: boundary based and volume based. The boundary-based approach for 3D objects is a natural extension of the 2D approach for contours: 10 first, mapping every point of the source object's boundary to a point of the target object's boundary and vice-versa; then, creating the trajectory of metamorphosis by interpolating between each pair of corresponding points. This approach requires user interaction and cannot be used for the metamorphosis between objects with different topologies.
The volume-based approaches allow the user to put points or feature elements into correspondence to control the morphing process. This kind of methods can create good results even for complex objects with different topologies. Some of the most impressive and nicest animations were produced belong to this kind. However, the choice of feature elements and their matching can be tricky, especially when the shapes of the source and target are very dissimilar, and it is not easy to explicitly locate the surfaces of the voxel-based intermediate objects. Cohen-Or et al. proposed a 3D metamorphosis technique based on a distance field interpolation, 11 which is accepted as one of the most demonstrative volume approaches up to date. This technique involves two steps: warping and interpolation. Derived from the matching of two sets of feature points, the warping deforms the 3D space in order to make the two objects coincide as much as possible. The interpolation is reduced to a linear interpolation of distance fields deformed by the warping. With this technique, morphing between two objects with different topologies is feasible and no need to establish the correspondence between the geometric primitives, but the objects should be voxelized first for this method applies to a discrete 3D space only, and this method is very time consuming. The authors report that it took 40 minutes on a SGI R4400 to create an intermediate 200 3 volume with 20 anchor points, the morphing process is not very smooth either.
Kaul introduced mathematical morphology to 3D object metamorphosis originally, which solve s the problem of morphing freely from one object to another. 12 This morphological method is very effective and gives good results for convex polyhedron metamorphosis. However, if the object is a concave polyhedron or a polyhedron with holes, this method may create the morbid in-between result that are not expected, because the Minkowski summation is an expanding operator. 13, 14, 15 Zonker and Hart also introduce a method for constructing polyhedron by blending together two or more existing polyhedron, using a dualization method which is extended to networks on the surface of the unit sphere. 16 This method begins with polyhedron in canonical form, dualize them to form networks, overlay the networks, and dualize the result to obtain a new polyhedron that blends together the faces of the original polyhedron. Although this method does work with a certain range of well-known polyhedron, it does not apply to all polyhedron, especially the concave or holey object.
To solve the problems of non-rigid body metamorphosis, we propose a novel approach: first, decompose the object into convex polyhedron sets; second, set up the matching of two convex subsets of objects; and then, compute the Minkowski summation between two corresponding convex subsets. Based on the model of normal vector sphere for polyhedrons, a fast morphologic summation algorithm for two convex polyhedrons is proposed. Non-rigid body interpolation can be divided into convex subset metamorphosis and local rotation of convex subsets. The rotation angle of a local subset in 3D coordination can be detected by the maximum volume rule. The final step is to combine them to obtain the final result. Experiments show that this method can achieve ideal continuous interpolation with high speed and high quality and is adapt for any objects.
Convex Decomposition and Correspondence of Two Convex Subsets
For two polyhedrons A, and B, let C(r), r ∈ [ , ] 01 , be the interpolated polyhedron. Then
⊕ is a Minkowski summation operator. While r varies from 1 to 0, C(r) constitutes the metamorphosis sequence from A to B. An example is shown in Fig.1 . If neither A nor B is concave, the metamorphosis effect is ideal. However in the case of two concave polyhedrons, the result is unnatural, as shown in Fig.2 . The reason is ⊕ is an expanding operator, which turns the concave vertices of A to convex ones first. To avoid morbid results, concave polyhedrons need to be decomposed into convex subsets first. First, in order to decompose a polyhedron into convex polyhedrons without adding new vertices, we proposed an algorithm, 17 which decomposes a polyhedron with close to the minimum number of convex polyhedrons to reduce the calculation complexity of matching and interpolation. The algorithm can decompose many kinds of polyhedrons without adding new vertices; hence, it can obtain the minimum number of convex polyhedrons approximately. The result of convex decomposition is not unique but different decomposition has little effect on the result of final metamorphosis.
Next, the correspondence of the two sets of decomposed convex polyhedrons should be established. Generally speaking, a dissimilarity measure should satisfy the following properties proposed by Arkin in order to be effective: 18 the measure should be a metric; it should be invariant under translation rotation and scale change; it should be easy to compute; it should match intuitive notions of shape resemblance. Cox proposed a matching method of convex polygon according to the sum of squares of the Euclidean distances from each vertex of each polygon to the convex hull of the other polygon, but that method is complex for our research, and the relax iteration matching method, as we known, satisfied all the above requirements. 19 So in this paper, the method of relax iteration matching is selected to obtain connected component matching optimization. 
If h 1 matches with h 2 , there are three d i (1≤ i ≤6) variants should obtain small values near to the smallest, for 0≤ d i ≤1, so t has the largest value. Now we should judge the similarity between the connected components in A and B by considering the matching relationship from A to B and the reverse together. With the K connected components in A, and the L connected components in B, construct the similarity matrix
, where num is the iteration number. The iteration is carried out according to the following Eq. (2) and Eq. (3):
is the sum for all maximum element of each row and line in matrix except line i and row j, if connected component
will be more small rapidly, when it less than a constant (such as 0.1), set
Analogously, carry out the relax iteration according to the Eq. (3):
, where k' ≠ k. According to the experience, when the iteration number is large than 5, if
We can do the mapping of the convex subsets, which is limited to the two matching connected components. (iv) Repeat step 3 until all the convex subsets is matched. 
If convex subset
k i D A ′ ⊆ , l j D B ′ ′ ⊆ ,
Theory of Polyhedrons' Metamorphosis Definition 1 For all convex subsets
A i m i ( ) 1 ≤ ≤ in A and ) 1 ( n j B j ≤ ≤ in B,
Definition 2 Given convex subsets
, with all of the matching relations in R, define ′ C r ( ) as:
( ) is called the morphologic morphing of polyhedrons A and B.
Theorem 1 C′(1)=A, C′(0)=B, and if A=B, C′(r)
Theorem 2 C′(r) ⊆rA⊕(1-r)B exists for any 0≤ r ≤1.
Proof. Theorem 3 shows that, either A or B is convex, there is no need to convex decompose the polyhedrons. Metamorphosing polyhedrons will achieve the same computation result as that using the morphology operation directly.
Theorem 4 If both A and B are connected polyhedrons, then C′(r) is connected too.
Proof. If A, B are both decomposed to only two convex subsets, that means
Because A 1 , B 1 , A 2 , B 2 are connected polyhedrons respectively, then C 1 is connected, and C 2 is connected.
Let x′, x″ denote two vertices on a common edge of A 1 , A 2 . That means x′∈A 1 , x′∈A 2 , x″∈A 1 , x″∈A 2 . y′, y″ denote two vertices on an common edge of B 1 , B 2 , y′∈B 1 , y′∈B 2 , y′∈B 1 , y″∈B 2 . Then:
It shows that there are at least two common points x 1 , x 2 on C 1 , C 2 .
So C 1 , C 2 are convex, C 1 , C 2 have a common edge, and the vertices of which are x 1 , x 2 .
C 1 , C 2 is connected respectively, and then
If the number of decomposed convex subsets is more than 2, it also can be proved similarly.
Theorem 4 shows that when you first convex decompose concave polyhedrons and combine the subsets to obtain the metamorphosis, it will create natural and topologically similar metamorphosis polyhedrons.
C R (r) describes the metamorphosis sequence of polyhedrons A, B while r varies from 1 to 0. Generally, C′(r) has the same topo-structure as C R (r), and C R (r)⊆ C′(r). The difference between C′(r) and C R (r) is the number of concave vertices; C R (r) has more concave vertices than C′(r), but the difference is not distinct. To improve computation speed and obtain a more natural metamorphosis result, we should use the maximum of C′(r); that means that the number of decomposition m, n should be the minimum. Fig.3 shows the morphologic morphing result of two concave polyhedrons in Fig.2 using Eq. (5). It is obtained after convex decomposition. According to Theorem 5, ′ C r ( ) includes the coordinate translation and scaling transformation of B to A, but it cannot describe the rotating transformation of B to A. In the case that some convex subsets rotate an angle and morph to some subsets, while other subsets only morph, using Eq. (5) would create morbid results as shown in Fig.4 . Hence, we also calculate the local rotation angle of 3D space between a pair of corresponding convex subsets. Suppose the convex subset A i is matched to B j , the local rotation angle of 
By all appearances, when ) , , ( 
Where r is a coefficient and varies from 1 to 0, R denotes the rotation matrix. 
Fast Morphologic Summation Algorithm for Convex Polyhedrons
Based on the model of normal vector sphere for polyhedrons, 17, 18, 19 we proposed a fast morphologic summation algorithm for two convex polyhedrons, 20 it is 15 times faster than the classic methods. 16 Zonker and Hart introduce a method for morphologic summation. 16 It is accomplished via dualizing each source polyhedron into a network on the surface of a sphere. The source networks are overlaid and new vertices introduced wherever edges cross, then the overlay network is dualized to form a polyhedron. Because this method did not classified the all cases of edge cross face, which is not fast enough for complicated object metamorphosis.
Definition 4 N is a general normal vector of a polygon A at point p if and only if there exists an open disc around p such that its intersection with the open half space {x: (x-p)•N>0} does not intersect A. Similarly definition on polyhedron is given by changing the disc with a ball.
General normal vector sphere is a unit sphere representing a polyhedron with general normal vector information, which includes normal vector points, normal vector arcs, and normal vector regions. Facet i of polyhedron A can be represented by the general normal vector on the face, which corresponds to a point on the unit sphere denoted by NP(i) and referred as a normal vector point. The edge shared by two adjacent facets i and j can be represented by a set of the general normal vectors on the edge, which corresponds to an arc of the great circle joining NP(i) and NP(j). It is denoted by NA(i, j ) or NA(NP(i), NP(j)) and referred as normal vector arc. The union of normal vector arcs of polyhedron A is denoted by NN(A) and referred as normal vector net. Vertex k can be represented by the set of the general normal vectors at k, which is the region bounded by the normal vector arcs corresponding to the edges incident at k. It is denoted by NR(k) and referred as normal vector region. The coordinates of k is denoted by Val(k) and referred as the value of normal vector region.
As shown in Fig.6, a general C is the summation polyhedron of A and B.
Step 2 is the main point of the implementation. Because of the difficulty of building the general normal vector sphere of C including dividing some normal vector arcs of A and B and linking the NN(A) and NN(B) to one normal vector net, we only calculate values of normal vector areas incident at every normal vector point of C which are necessary to get C. The normal vector points of C can be distinguished into two classes. NN(A) and NN(B) . It contains three types: Type I are normal vector points located at the same normal vector points of A and B. An example is shown in Fig.7 (a) , where the normal vector point is located at the same normal vector point in Fig.7(a1) and Fig.7(a2) ; Type II are normal vector points located at the normal vector points of A (or B) on normal vector arcs of B (or A), as shown in Fig.7(b) ; Type III are the normal vector points located at intersections of normal vector arcs of A and B, as shown in Fig.7(c) . Take a normal vector point of Type I as an example to show how to get values of normal vector areas incident at a normal vector point of class 1. In clockwise ordered, the values of normal vector areas incident at a normal vector point in Fig.7(a1) are n, m and l, and the values of normal vector areas incident at a normal vector point in Fig.7 (a2) are z, y and x. From the clockwise order of the six normal vector arcs in Fig.7 (a) , we know the values of normal vector areas incident at the normal vector point of Type I are l+x, l+y, m+y, m+z, n+z and n+x. Considering e1, e2 and e3 in Fig.7 (b) and (c) as two separate parts respectively, we can deal with normal vector points of Type II and Type III similarly. In Fig.1 , a columnar platform with 50 facets is transformed to an ellipsoid with 600 facets by computing the Minkowski summations of the scale effect of them. The difference between the general normal vector spheres of an object and its scale effect is that the values of all the normal vector areas are multiplied by a scale factor. If the values of normal vector areas are represented by variables, different frames of the transformation have the same general normal vector sphere. So we need to calculate the Minkowski summation only one time, and then rebuild the summation polyhedron by multiplying the variables by different scale factors. In the experiment shown in Fig.1 , it took 5 seconds to calculate the Minkowski summation in SGI 4D/35. The transformation sequence from a duck to an electric iron, the Minkowski summations in the whole process cost 5 minutes by the implementation method in Fig.10 while it costs 34 hours by Kaul's method.
Class 1 are normal vector points in intersections of
Times cost by our method and by Kaul's method are compared in the following Table.1 and Fig.8 . The method uses normal vector sphere to represent the morphologic character of convex polyhedron instead of LSD, it uses a more basic rule, direction relation between normal vector point and normal vector arc, to make use of the relations among all the LSD judgment. Hence this method avoids much excrescent computation and is faster than Kaul's implementation. Because every normal vector point of the result represents a facet of summation polyhedron, there will not be any superposed facets at the end.
Analysis of Generalized Morphologic Morphing Ability
Because C′(r) is generally optimized matching, and morphological operators are not local operators, C′(r) is not local metamorphosis. For the metamorphosis of homotopic polyhedrons, the result is ideal. For non-homotopic polyhedrons, we analyze the metamorphosis results in different situations. Normally, morphing from a concave polyhedron to a convex polyhedron creates a better visual effect than morphing from a convex polyhedron to a concave polyhedron. If both A and B are convex polyhedrons, C 1 (r) is the same as C 2 (r).
Experimental Results and Their Applications
Chinese font combination is important to electronics publish, there are many researcher studied the problem and proposed many methods. In references [21] [22] the authors present a new method for Chinese font composition based on Algebraic System of Geometric Shapes, the system can create any kinds of Chinese fonts based on existing font. In this paper, we can use the generalized morphologic morphing to Chinese or English font combinations. Fig.9 shows the generalized morphologic morphing result from a Chinese standard bold font (meaning "shape") to a manuscript Chinese font (meaning "shape") using Eq. (5). The standard bold font is decomposed into 32 convex polygons, and the manuscript font is decomposed into 104 convex polygons. The interpolation result is very natural. Besides, the properties of Chinese font such as the peak and small holes are also kept without any loss. This method can be applied to new Chinese or English font combinations and other practical applications. Fig.9 . Generalized morphologic morphing result of Chinese font; the middle 6 fonts are the result of gene ralized morph-interpolation, while r=6/7, 5/7, 4/7, 3/7, 2/7, 1/7, respectively. Fig.10 Generalized morphing between duck and iron by using Eq. (7), note that there is local rotation in the duck's mouth. Fig.10 shows another 3D generalized morphologic morphing sequence between a duck and an iron. Note that there is local rotation in the duck's mouth and the camera roams during the animation, the shade variety with the model that evolves with the shape of the 3D model. The DFI method proposed by Cohen-Or et al. must voxelized objects and it is very time consuming.
11 It takes 40 minutes on a SGI R4400 to create an intermediate 200 3 volume with 20 anchor points, and the interpolation objects cannot produce an accurate surface because the objects is voxelized. The local rotation is not using in most 3D morphing, so, classical methods use total rotation to warp the 3D space to make the two objects coincide as much as possible, these methods can make the morphing results not smooth. In this paper, the local rotation transform is introduced in Eq. (7), so, the duck's mouth (see Fig.10 ) changes very natural during the morphing process. Because the fast morphologic summation algorithm for two convex polyhedrons is used, the generalized morphologic morphing method has a low-cost computation, the morphing in Fig.10 have spend only 15 minutes for all 10 interpolations between duck and iron on SGI 4D/35.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a new generalized morphologic morphing method, which provides a preferable description of non-rigid object motion and creates natural results in the metamorphosis of non-homotopic objects. Compared with other methods, this metamorphosis algorithm can be executed automatically for arbitrary polyhedrons without user interaction. The user has the option of choosing an automatic matching or selecting interactive pairs of corresponding matches of convex subsets to obtain special effects. Experiments show that this method can generate natural, high-fidelity, eye-pleasing metamorphosis results with simple computation. It can be applied widely in key-frames interpolation of 2D animation, skeleton movement of objects, and model-oriented image coding.
In this paper, the local rotation is calculated for the interpolation stage, after the matching has been done. It would be interesting if the rotation could be incorporated within the matching algorithm since that could generate very different pairings. The presented algorithm matches convex subsets with regard to the position of their centroids. However, it is rather easy to agree that a metamorphosis sequence should satisfy the following criteria to yield a pleasing morph. First is, the volume and the boundary surface area of the objects should change smoothly and monotonically; Second is, features common to both source and target objects should be preserved during the process because a high-fidelity, eye-pleasing, automatic alignment of arbitrary objects is still a major challenge. Now we are doing some research work about the improved morphological skeleton and hope to resolve this problem in the near future.
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